I still do not think it has hit me that the Patriots are actually in the Super Bowl. How could this happen? Everything that could possibly go right this season for the Patriots has, and as a result they will be in the national spotlight on Sunday night when they play the heavily favored St. Louis Rams in Super Bowl XXXVI.

At the start of training camp there was actually some optimism surrounding the Patriots who had signed numerous solid free agents despite not landing a big name player. However, this optimism quickly diminished when the injury bug started to affect the Patriots. Free-agent offensive lineman Joe Panos retired after just one practice, and the Terry Glenn saga hit full stride. It appeared that the offensive line that was supposed to be improved by drafting Matt Light and signing Mike Compton and Panos would not be able to protect Drew Bledsoe. The team would not be able to protect Drew Bledsoe in the third quarter of a 13-3 loss. The Chargers game in week 5 was when Tom Brady emerged and started to win the hearts of the fans in New England. With

Dolphins a Mike Vrabel interception deep in Dolphins territory on the first Miami possession led to a Smith TD run and an early 7-0 lead. However, Brady and the Patriots struggled the rest of the way, and the Dolphins controlled the clock thanks to the running game led by Lamar Smith’s 144 yards. Brady finished 12-24 for 86 yards in a 30-10 loss.
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The Chargers game in week 5 was when Tom Brady emerged and started to win the hearts of the fans in New England. With Brady was starting to make a name for himself in New England. Brady dominated the Jets once again in week six by throwing for 202 yards and 3 TDs in a 38-17 win. The star of this game, however, was David Patten who became the first player in two decades to rush, throw for, and catch a touchdown. All of a sudden the Patriots were 3-3 and those who had once given up on the season were starting to wonder if number 12 could revive any playoff hopes that still remained.

The Broncos picked off Brady four times in a 31-20 loss for the Pats in week seven, but once again Brady rebounded by throwing for 250 yards and 3 TDs against Atlanta the next week. After another victory in week nine against Buffalo, the Patriots were notified that the game was canceled. The kick was blocked by the Dolphins. A Mike Vrabel interception deep in Dolphins territory on the first Miami possession led to a Smith TD run and an early 7-0 lead. However, Brady and the Patriots struggled the rest of the way, and the Dolphins controlled the clock thanks to the running game led by Lamar Smith’s 144 yards. Brady finished 12-24 for 86 yards in a 30-10 loss.
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